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“We have a belief and methodology around five-star service delivery on the
In March 2020, the impact of COVID-19 disrupted LBG’s existing, manual
things that matter to our employees,” says Chief HR Officer, Darren Walker.
intensive processes leaving the company with potential increased operational
“We want to simplify their work so they can focus on taking care of our patients
costs and heightened complexity. Back-office operations were largely carried
and residents.” To achieve this, in collaboration with ServiceNow, Sanford Health
out by manual processes requiring hundreds of staff to individually deal with
has created a unified service portal which brings the HR and IT teams closer
customer payment requests and payment issues. LBG’s payments operations
together. By providing a single source for employees to go to for questions,
processes were therefore challenged with delivering higher levels of automation
and a seamless experience when transferring cases between departments,
and efficiency.
the teams work better together.
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processes were transformed in just 12 weeks.
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Automating manual processes

The Now Platform also helped Sanford Health when the COVID pandemic
broke out. Working with ServiceNow it was able to introduce a new form to
The payment in error process, which deals with errors when a customer is making
make sure employees had the information they needed on how to get back
a payment, such as getting the payee wrong, went from being 100% manual in
to work. This enabled the team of 16 agents to support over 35,000 new
the back office to 72% automated, requiring much less human interaction.
COVID cases.
Process automation was also introduced to the handling of batch payment
The HR and IT teams have also implemented capabilities such as the
errors, resulting in 91%+ of exceptions being automatically resolved, taking just
native mobile app and virtual agent to enhance service delivery for their
minutes to process. And direct debit indemnity claims and same day recalls went
employees and support a deskless workforce for nurses. “Our aim is to simplify
from being 100% manual, taking up to three days for a refund, to 82% of refunds
our employees’ work so they can focus on taking care of our patients and
being fully automated.
residents,” concludes Darren.

An agile culture
A dedicated team of individuals at LBG, with the support of ServiceNow’s
platform, have delivered a back-office process that is now automated, driven
by integrated data, and has challenged traditional ways of working to achieve
outstanding results for customers. The results have also delivered significant
benefits for the bank’s customers and colleagues at such a crucial period.
The bank is continuing to lead the way as an innovator of automated
back-office payment processes.
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work can work better.
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